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Identifying the need & method

It was during the operation of the Red Phonebox project in
the City of Edinburgh, in which young people with a range of

different disabilities or special needs receive an appointment
based 1:1 support for their involvement in the DofE, that it
quickly became evident their Expedition would require a
distinctive approach. Although the Expedition section of the
DofE has, for well over 20 years allowed for a flexible balance
between time spent on a project theme and journeying, the reality
is that the majority continue to focus much more on the distance
travelled by the young people. This approach tends to exclude
rather than include those with special needs. So from the outset,
it was clear that any Expedition for the Red Phonebox
participants and a small number of other similar young people
known to be looking for a Gold Expedition, would need to be a
`project based` venture.

Running ̀ open` Expeditions in which the young people come from
different organisations or groups, and don`t know each other

at the start, carries with it a number of challenges; especially
given that a key part of the Expedition centres on the need for
team-work.

With some earlier experiences in running Expedition ventures
for this target audience, it was clear that a ̀ mixed ability`

approach seemed to work well, with non-disabled being supportive
to those who needed additional support. This same previous
experience had shown the need for a higher level of volunteer
and leader input as part of the training necessary, and that the
training requirement would need to be at a pace appropriate to
the young people`s abilities.

From these, and a number of other significant factors, emerged
the need for a largely project based mixed ability open Gold

venture which would expressly be inclusive for all concerned.
This then was the genesis for what became known as Xplore0ten.

tenXplore
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An Introduction by Xplore0Ten Leader
Peter Wright
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The Red Phonebox project provided the initial core leadership
to take the venture forward, with Peter Wright and Louise

Speedie venturing their time, talents and commitment. At various
stages along the way, other leaders with specific skills or
qualifications were brought in to provide  particular training
or supervision requirements. Hazel Oates a former leader with the
City of Edinburgh Open Award Group also volunteered her
commitment to support some of the young people she had worked
with earlier.  Throughout all of this, the maintenance or
development of consistent relationships with the young people
concerned was clearly of much importance.

Leadership

tenXplore

The young people were recruited from three main sources: The
Red Phonebox, the former City of Edinburgh Open Award Group,

and from St Augustine`s RC High School. Following initial
discussion with the young people to identify a theme or ̀ purpose`
for the project, a development weekend was held at Wiston Lodge
which involved Penny Radway, Manager of The Green Team. With her
range of skills and enthusiasm, the young people were able to
start to explore the theme which they had chosen - `The Living
Forest`. They were also able to use activities related to this
theme to begin to get to know each other and share experiences
as a group.

Recruitment & Group Development

Locations & Funding

The two most suitable locations for the training and final
project activity were identified as Queen Elizabeth Forest

Park (QEFP) in the Trossachs, and Atholl Estates in Blair Atholl
respectively. These locations were chosen as being suitable for
wheelchair access and their variety of different woodland
habitats.  It was agreed to seek some external funding as it was
clear that this venture could be a costly exercise. An initial
application to Postcode Lottery Trust was unsuccessful. The next
target was Young Roots, which is administered by the Heritage
Lottery Fund (HLF). The application process for this is complex
and detailed, so Kim Smith (one of the older participants) and
Louise invested much time and effort on preparing the
application, which was duly submitted, with FOTA as the
applicant organisation. The bid was a success, and thanks are
due to HLF for providing much of the funding for `The Living
Forest` project.
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tenXplore

Two training weekends were held in QEFP, with camping a few
kilometres west of Aberfoyle. An introduction to the forest

was kindly provided on each occasion by Robert Fraser-Binns,
Education Officer from the RSPB and Forestry Commission. DofE
leaders with specific  qualifications provided the necessary group
training and   supervision. Their talents in providing the young
people with the skills they would need was invaluable. Members of
the leader team provided particular young people with support
relevant to their specific needs. It was at this point that the
importance of consistent relationships referred to earlier,
really came to the fore.

Locations & Funding (cntd.)

To work together as a group of young people with mixed
abilities to travel through forest habitats and complete a

project on the theme of The Living Forest. Working effectively
as a team will require us to understand and respect our
differences and make good use of people’s different strengths and
skills.

To use the forest to enhance our learning, develop our skills
and for creative inspiration.  We aim to carry out a

comparative study within and between different forest habitats
in the Trossachs and Blair Atholl areas.

We aim to learn about different examples of land use including
recreation and commercial forestry and aspects of biodiversity

such as the different types of trees, plants and wildlife found
in different woodland environments. We are interested in studying
the effects of the seasons, altitude and land use on the character
and biodiversity of the forests and exploring the issue of
sustainable use of forests.

To record and capture our experience of the forest through
surveys, environmental art and photography.

The aims behind the
Heritage Lottery Fund application
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How these developed into workable aims
for the Gold Expedition

 To work together to travel through forest habitats, increase
our knowledge and awareness and complete a project on the
theme of the Living Forest

 To challenge ourselves and encourage each other to discover
our skills and strengths

 Using media as a platform we aim to draw comparisons between
different forest habitats through scientific investigation
and creative projects

This report seeks to give you a flavour of the Xplore0Ten
Expedition, the activities undertaken by the participants in
fulfilling these aims and the diversity of the approaches they
took.

To have fun in the forest, modernise young people’s views of
the forest and connect other young people to their natural

heritage through peer education. We aim to create a website,
photography exhibition and written report to present the findings
of our comparative study. We would also like to host an event and
organise talks for younger pupils at a local secondary school to
share what we have learned about the living forest.

tenXplore
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Meet Team Blair
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Blair Atholl Interactive Map
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To document team Blair’s expedition, Camden set about
designing an interactive map of the Blair Atholl area,
marrying notable features and landmarks the group
encountered with the O.S. Map tracing their route.
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How the land lies
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Team Blair took time
over the course of
their expedition to
identify the trees and
foliage growing around
the Atholl Estate.
They also identified
ways in which the land
was being used for
agricultural purposes.

Arable farming
produces a monoculture

in the habitat that
reduces species

diversity.  Diversity
can be increased using

certain techniques
including planting a

hedge or putting a
line of other plant
species through the
field as a run for

animals and insects to
travel through.

“

”Ciaran
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Environmental Art
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During the course of
their Gold Expedition.
Team Blair took time
out from the more
formal aspects of their
research to create some
environmental art.  As
well as the two pieces
of art above, they set
about creating some
films with Craig
taking charge as
cameraman.

Red Squirrel
Pine Cones
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Foraging in the forest
10

Kim’s focus on the expedition
was to identify and research
edible plants and other forest-
growing species.
Having made a collection of
finds, Kim put together a
foraging recipe book, making use
of her newly-researched
ingredients.
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A flavour of the expedition

 It was sunny in the afternoon, bondingas a group, arriving at the campsite and seeingBlair Castle, making the environmental art (video).
It was raining in themorning, cold night.

We can still walk through thebad weather, wood pecker and wood pigeon calls,keeping up a good pace.

Falls of Bruar, bonding as a group, goodweather, completing  the expedition, learning aboutDisney movies from Richard.
Expedition coming to an end,camera memory running out.

Norway spruce, identifyingtrees, the sun makes people happy.

 Weather was nice, we connected as a

team, saw different kinds of trees at Blair Castle,

nice company, chatting with other people.
changing the route because

a gate was closed, ran out of Haribo’s.
 How to identify Scot’s Pine and

Douglas Fir, saw different kinds of birds, learning

about the second tallest tree in Britain, different

kinds of moss, gaps in heather in the hills are

caused by hunters.

 Breakfast, seeing different kinds of
plants, we played with a boomerang, completing
the first day of the route and the beautiful
scenery, exploring the bridge, looking at the
scenery and walking.

 Cold night, making decisions

about the route, too hot during the day, walking up

the hills, the rucksack was a bit heavy

 The map was not very
accurate for the first day, what nettles can
be used for, identifying trees, new species of
plant and navigation skills.

Richard was tasked with keeping
a group journal of the
expedition and made a point of
asking questions to each group
member, as the days went by, to
see how everyone was feeling,
what they were finding difficult
and how they were working
together as a team.
Here are a few snippets from the
days’ summaries:
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Meet Team Atholl
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Question 1 - How did you get 
into DofE?

 Originally it was on offer at my school, St Augustine’s High School.

 I heard about DofE through an action group when I was 16.

 I came to DofE relatively late, first enquiring about DofE aged 24.

 I enquired about DofE and started my DofE journey at City Open Award Group before moving

across to the Red Phone Box.

 I got interested in doing my DofE while at school and was put in touch with Peter Wright to be a part

of this unique expedition opportunity.

Question 2 - How have you fou
nd your DofE experience

and what have you gained?

 DofE was a really good experience and I enjoyed all of the sections involved.  Though it was

difficult, I overcame the challenge and I feel that I am a stronger person for it.

 DofE has been great and I feel like I’ve learned lots of new things.  I have gained a lot of

confidence.  Practically, I have also learned to read maps and cook.

 DofE has been very good but challenging.  It has allowed me to take personal interests further

and I enjoyed the expedition.  It has allowed me to persue my passion for food further. The challenges

and rewards from working with a mixed ability group. It helped us working as team.

 I’ve found DofE challenging but it was worth it.  I learned to play rugby for my DofE and this

helped me to improve my team-working.  I also did some conservation work for the first time, with the

Green Team.

 The DofE experience has been one that I’ll never forget.  I learned a lot.  I have become more of a

team player, thinking about others as well as myself.  I have proved to myself that I can work hard and

commit to a project.

Question 3 - How have you 
found the Xplore0Ten

Expedition?
 I was very enthusiastic about doing an environmental project based on the ‘living forest’.

I especially enjoyed doing the environmental art in Blair Atholl - taking something from nature and

making it into something else.  In addition, it has been really interesting, getting to grips with new tree

species and becoming better at identifying them.

 I really enjoyed being outdoors and, as a result, am keen to do more outdoors more often.

In particular I liked camp cooking and gained a lot from working together as a team.

  Already having studied an environment-based degree, I was very excited about this venture.  In

particular, I really liked the team-building aspect of the expedition and the fun of camp cooking.

 I got a lot out of working in a team.  I also enjoyed being outdoors and exploring new areas, but I’d

prefer to do it without the rucksack next time!

 Before I became a part of the Xplore0Ten venture I was quite narrow-minded when it came to the

environment, but now I feel much better informed and I certainly appreciate outdoor spaces more.  At the

same time, I very much enjoyed working in a team.  Among the many things I learned during this

venture, I can now say the word ‘rhododendron’!

13
Team Atholl Questionnaire
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Blair Atholl - setting the scene

To set the scene o
f

the Xplore0Ten

expedition

location, Ruth

undertook some

research to learn

more about the

Atholl Estate.

Here is an excerpt

from her findings:

The Blair Atholl
Estate
We undertook our Gold Expedition in
Blair Atholl, near Pitlochry.  This part
of Scotland has a rich history especially
when it comes to tree-planting and forestry.

On March 13th 2008 Blair Atholl and some other
Highland Perthshire villages were accepted into
Cairngorms National Park.

Across the generations, the Dukes of Atholl have
played a huge part in shaping the landscape since 1871.
One of first ever plantings of larch took place at this
time, and four of these trees still exist, other trees
planted around this time were noble firs, Western red cedar,
black poplar, Douglas fir and coast redwood. Many trees in
this forest are 100 to 200 years old. Previously it was more
of a formal “wilderness”. The Dukes of Atholl were early and
enthusiastic tree planters, the Diana's Grove is home to some of
the tallest trees in Britain. Recent measurements show more than
20 trees topping 46 metres/150 ft, with several British record
breakers among them. The tallest trees in the grove are both grand
firs which stand at over 63.5m/208ft. Altogether, the Dukes of
Atholl had planted 20 million trees on the hills of Perthshire by
the middle of the 19th century.

The changing landscape and deforestation started in the 1960's.
Due to rapid population growth there was an increased demand for
farming, settlement land and building houses. Also exploiting the
forests for timber was seen as a way of reducing the country's
national debt.
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Tree Identification

Ruairi’s role i
n

Team Atholl was
 to

set about

identifying and

researching the

trees that the 
group

encountered as 
they

undertook their

expedition.

Larch Fact #1:
Larches are native to much
of the cooler temperate
northern hemisphere
Larch Fact #2:
Although a conifer, the
larch is a deciduous tree
Larch Fact #3:
The leaves are needle-like,
they turn yellow and fall
in the late autumn, leaving
the trees leafless through
the winter

Spruce Fact #1
Spruces are large trees, from 20–60
metres (66–200 ft) tall when mature; the
needles are shed when 4-10 years old
Spruce Fact #2
Spruce is one of the most important woods
for paper uses, as it has long wood
fibres which bind together to make strong
paper
Spruce Fact #3
The Wright Brothers' first aircraft was
built of spruce.

Sycamore Fact #1:
Sycamore is a species of
maple native to central
Europe and southwestern Asia.
In Scotland, the Sycamore is
also known as the Plane tree.
Sycamore Fact #2:
The leaves are often marked
with black spots or patches
which are caused by a fungus
Sycamore Fact #3:
It is a popular tree for
planting in cities and along
roads treated with salt in
winter due to its tolerance
of wind, urban pollution and
salt spray.
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Artist’s Impression A keen artist,David decided tomake his own‘artist’simpression’ of thetrees team Athollhad encountered overthe course of theirexpedition.

The Yew is relatively
slow growing.  The
maximum recorded
trunk diameter of a
yew is 4 metres,
after some 2,000
years of growth.

The yew is the longest-living

plant in Europe. Most parts of

the tree are toxic, except the

bright red aril surrounding

the seed.  Yew was the wood of

choice for longbow making.

Pinus sylvestris, commonly
known as the Scots Pine, is aspecies of pine native to
Europe and Asia.  The bark isthick, scaly dark grey-brownon the lower trunk, and thin,flaky and orange on the uppertrunk and branches.  Scots
Pine is an important tree inforestry. The wood is used
for pulp and sawn timber
products.
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The Beech (Fagus) is adeciduous tree native totemperate Europe, Asiaand North America.  Thetree casts dense shadeand carpets the groundwith dense leaf litterso very little will growunder it.
Beech wood is an
excellent firewood,
easily split and burningfor many hours with
bright but calm flames.Beech was a common
writing material in
Germanic societies
before the developmentof paper.
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Artistic Adventures

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Appreciating their surroundings, team Atholl created some
unique environmental art and captured some fantastic shots
of their artistry.  As well as using nature as the subject
for their artwork, team Atholl also tried original ways of
they themselves becoming ‘art’ by composing a clever
‘bridge over a bridge’ concept in Glen Tilt (below right).

1. Anchor in watery leaves; 2. Abrupt splash; 3. Anchor
on rocks; 4. Splash; 5. Stone finger on hand; 6. Layered
stones; 7. Watery stones and anchor; 8. Three pillars;
9. Water shapes on rock
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A bridge over a bridge - ‘human engineering’

A keen sketcher in her spare time, Annalisa used the images
captured on the expedition as inspiration to creatively
reflect.  Once home, Annalisa set about sketching her
interpretation of what team Atholl had both encountered and
created.  Below are a few pages from her sketchbook diary.
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Lessons Learned By Xplore0Ten Leader

Louise Speedie

The motivation behind Xplore0Ten was to meet the needs of a
very diverse group of young people in Edinburgh who found that

the expedition section of their Duke of Edinburgh’s Award was a
barrier to their successful completion of the Gold Award.  The
group included young people with mental health conditions,
learning disabilities, Autistic Spectrum Disorders, physical
disabilities, two Special Olympic athletes as well as several
pupils from City of Edinburgh mainstream schools who were seeking
a Gold expedition with a difference.

I first started volunteering as a DofE Leader with Xplore0Ten
in June 2010 when we brought the young people together for a

residential weekend at Wiston Lodge in Biggar and planned the
project-based expedition on the theme of The Living Forest.
Fortunate to be awarded a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund
to support Xplore0Ten, we set about organising practice expedi-
tions in the Trossachs and the qualifying expedition in Glen
Tilt, Blair Atholl.  After ten months of planning, team building
and expedition training, the Xplore0Ten young people set off on
their Gold qualifying expedition over the Easter weekend 2011.

While volunteering as a leader with Xplore0Ten has been very
rewarding, preparing for the expedition presented several

challenges due to the participants’ diverse needs and we learned
several important lessons about the process of planning such a
venture.

One of the greatest challenges which we faced as leaders was
planning a route and project which were ambitious and yet

achievable, and which presented an appropriate level of challenge
for every young person involved.  The residential weekend at
Wiston Lodge and the practice expeditions in the Trossachs were
essential to allow the leaders and participants to assess how
self-sufficient the group could be while walking and camping.
While we wanted to enable every participant to be as independent
as possible, we had to ensure the safety and well-being of every
participant and try to create the best conditions possible for
the young people to work well together as a team.  We also had
to consider how to make the expedition as inclusive as possible.

Another lesson that I learned was the importance of getting to
know the young people very well individually and building a

relationship with their parents and/or carers.  While the consent
forms asked parents and carers for information about any illness,
injury or disability which may impact upon a young person’s
participation, we found that we needed to spend time talking to
the young people, parents and carers to get a clearer
understanding of how the participant’s disability or illness
would affect them while on expedition.
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Expeditions are challenging for all young people but coping
with unfamiliar environments, unfamiliar people and different

routines may have an even greater impact on young people with
Additional Support Needs.  For example, they might find it
difficult to be independent with personal care tasks, or be unable
to sleep, which will impact on their emotions and behaviour.
There is a big difference between living independently and wild
camping independently!  Parents and carers who are not
experienced in wild camping and walking may not be able to
anticipate easily how a young person’s disability will affect
them while out on expedition so it is extremely important to ask
about the impact of physical exertion, and lack of sleep,
unexpected changes to plans, and the signs or triggers of stress.

Several members of the group found navigation and route
planning difficult, particularly when using maps in a

classroom setting.  The key to helping everyone retain
information and improve their skills was to make it practical
rather than abstract, to repeat exercises and practice regularly.
For example, learning to orientate a map, identify features and
walk on compass bearings using navigation games and simple maps
of New Parliament House or Holyrood Park helped everyone when it
came to planning and navigating routes in the Trossachs and Blair
Atholl.

Although two participants were unable to complete the
qualifying expedition due to illness, the rest of the

Xplore0Ten group successfully completed their Gold expedition
over Easter weekend 2011.  By taking part in Xplore0Ten each young
person learned about their natural environment through the Living
Forest project and learned new skills including navigation,
cookery, First Aid, organisation and leadership.  Whether they
completed the  qualifying expedition or not, feedback from the
participants shows that they have developed in confidence by
meeting personal challenges.  For some this was the challenge of
being independent away from home while others faced physical
challenges of journeying and carrying a rucksack, working with
others and leading a team.

One of the DofE’s Guiding Principles is Achievable by All.  The
most rewarding thing about being involved as a leader with a

group such as XploreOTen is seeing this principle become a
reality.
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A note of thanks
There have been lots of people from a range of organisations
who have helped both the leaders and the participants on this
Xplore0Ten journey.  Here is a mention as a token of thanks to
them for the time and support they’ve given over the past two
years - it wouldn’t have been the success it was without you!

 City of Edinburgh Council
 Penny Radway at The Green Team
 Wiston Lodge
 Atholl Estates Ranger Service
 Forestry Commission Scotland (David Marshall Lodge)
 Staff at the Atholl Centre, Pitlochry
 Brian and Julie White at Pegasus First Aid
 Elaine Cruikshank
 Robert Fraser-Binns
 Fraser Robertson
 Beverley Hope
 Hazel Oates
 Johnny Lawson
 Richard Kermode
 Pam Waugh
 Derek Robertson
 Jim Shedden

Bob Hope
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“The group had prepared an excellent presentation about
their expedition, making great use of Powerpoint to present
their photos.   Clearly every member of the group had been
included in the preparation of their material, producing the
artwork, editing the photographs and researching information
about the trees they had seen.  They were full of enthusiasm
about their expedition and had obviously had a lot of fun

creating their artworks along the way.”

“”

‘Through DofE I got to try out things I had never done
before, like the walks and completing projects for them. It
has given me a lot of experience with wild camping and route
planning. The hardest thing for my Gold DofE was walking
for 4 days, through rain, wind and sun, but it was all

enjoyable because ofthe amazing company I had, including
the leaders!’

“”
Aideen O’Malley (Ruairi’s Mum)

Rachael
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